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Abstract

This research quantified the potential noise induced health risks to passengers
riding the Hong Kong MTR subway system with the objective to provide
recommendations for reducing noise exposure. Subway noise can range from 80-112
decibels (dB), which greatly exceed the 70dB level set by the World Health Organization
(WHO) and EPA for safe environmental noise levels (Gershon, Neitzel, Barrera, &
Akram, 2009). While the effects of noise are rarely detrimental, single events above 110
dB or cumulative exposure above 80-85dB can lead to noise induced hearing loss
(NIHL), and other indirect health impacts such as cardiovascular disease, sleep
disturbance, cognitive impairment and hypertension (Basner, Davis, Clark, & Stansfeld,
2014).
The main question answered was: What are the potential public health risks from
Hong Kong subway noise? Given that the threshold for environmental noise given by the
EPA and WHO is 70dBA the following hypothesis were tested:
● Average noise exposure during peak-hours (rush hour) is 5dBA higher than offpeak hours (non-rush hours).
● Commuters who ride the subway for 2-hour or more are being exposed to noise
levels of >=80dBA and are at risk of developing NIHL.
● The burden of disease (BOD) from subway noise exposure on the average
commuter is 25% of the occupational noise exposure in Hong Kong.

Noise sampling was stratified across all subway lines and stations of the Hong Kong
MTR from inside the train car and on the platform. An overall noise map of the subway
system and spectral analysis was compiled to understand the direct and indirect health
impacts of the noise on the human body and estimate the associated BOD (burden of
disease). Finally, a preliminary exploration of sound-to-speed relationship was carried out
to understand the potential for noise reduction.
The results of the study showed that the average Hong Kong MTR train ride had a
Leq of 74.1 dBA and Lpeak of 100.9dBA. The Island Line was the loudest with an intrain noise average of 81.7dBA and peak of 108.1dBA. Underground and enclosed tunnel
sections were significant contributors to high noise levels, by about 10dBA, due to
reverberation, and low frequencies accounted for the majority of the sound pressure.
The average MTR commute can add 8dBA to environmental noise exposure, and
bring the overall noise level exposure in a day from 59.5-75.2dBA to 67.5-75.6dBA.
Passengers riding for 2-hours a day on the MTR have increased risk of developing NIHL,
as at L10 the exposure is above 85dBA and the estimated BOD can be up to 99 DALYs
(disability adjusted life years) from direct noise exposure. The risk of indirect health
impacts from MTR noise account for the majority of the BOD, such as annoyance,
hypertension and increase cardiovascular disease, and can be up to 277,086 DALYs.
The preliminary sound-to-speed analysis showed that reducing the top speed of
the train by allowing for a longer cruising time at lower speeds could be an effective way
to reduce noise without costly investments in sound absorbing materials. An increase in
overall transit time of 10% could yield a 50% drop in sound pressure.
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Definition of Terms

AF: attribution fraction (sometimes referred to as the impact fraction). The proportion of
disease burden in a population that can be attributed to a specific risk factor
(WHO, 2011).
BOD: burden of disease.
DALY: Disability Adjusted Life Year, calculated by YLL + YLD (WHO, 2011).
dB: decibel, unit used to measure sound pressure level on a logarithmic scale.
dBA/dB(A): A-weighted decibel – a measure of sound levels as experienced by humans,
calculated using a spectral sensitivity factor (A-filter) that weights sound pressure
levels by frequency to correspond to the sensitivity of the human ear, which has
low sensitivity in low and very high frequency ranges (Mommertz, 2009).
DW: disability weight, a weight factor that reflects the severity of the disease on a scale
of 0 (no impact, perfect health) to 1 (equivalent to death) (WHO, 2018a).
Lday: is the A-weighted long-term average sound level determined over all the day
periods of a year (WHO, 2018b).
Levening: is the A-weighted long-term average sound level determined over all the
evening periods of a year (WHO, 2018b).
Lnight: is the A-weighted long-term average sound level determined over all the night
periods of a year (WHO, 2018b).
LDEN: L (Day-Evening-Night-Level), also referred to as DENL, is the A- filtered average
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sound pressure level, measured over a 24 h period, with a 10 dB penalty added to
the night (2300–0700 h or 2200–0600 h, respectively), and a 5 dB penalty added
to the evening period (1900– 2300 h or 1800–2200 h, respectively), and no
penalty added to the average level in the daytime (0700–1900 h or 0600–1800 h,
respectively). The LDN measure is similar to the LDEN, but omits the 5dB
penalty during the evening period. The penalties are introduced to indicate
people’s extra sensitivity to noise during the night and evening. Both LDEN and
LDN are based on A-weighted sound pressure levels, although this factor is not
usually indicated in subscript (WHO, 2018b).
Leq: Equivalent sound levels (sometimes referred to as the global sound level) represents
the average sound pressure level. If the A- filter is used (A-weighting) for the
average level is referred to as LAeq. The filter and time period used for averaging
are often indicated in subscript—eg, LAeq8h, LAeq23–7h, or Lnight.
Lmax: the highest sound pressure level in a given time period (Dosimeter and SPL
devices used in this study are set over 1-sec intervals).
NIHL: noise induced hearing loss.
SPL: sound pressure level. Sound pressure level is a logarithmic measure of the effective
pressure of a sound relative to a reference value. It is measured in decibels higher
than a reference level. The reference sound pressure in air is 20 μPa (2×10−5 Pa),
which is thought to be the human hearing threshold at a sound frequency of 1000
Hz (Mommertz, 2009).
SPLA: sound pressure level in A-weighting scale.
YLL: years of life lost, is calculated by NxL, where N is the number of incidences or
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deaths and L are the standard life expectancy at age of death in years (WHO,
2018a).
YLD: years of life lost to disability, calculated by IxDWxL or PxDW, where I is number
of incident cases, DW is disability weight, and L is the average duration of the
case until remission or death in years, and P is the number of prevalent cases
(WHO, 2018a).
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Chapter I
Introduction

Subway systems are often seen as a sustainable mode of transportation in cities
that move millions of people every day. This mode of transportation brings many benefits
of reducing air pollution, congestion, commute time and emissions. But, it is often cited
as a main source of environmental noise pollution (Gershon, Neitzel, Barrera, & Akram,
2006). The decibel (dB) level in subways average around 86dBA +/- 4dBA (A-weighted
to represent human hearing), which is above many global safety standards (Gershon et
al., 2006). The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the World Health
Organization (WHO) recommend an environmental noise threshold of 70dBA to be safe
in prevent hearing loss (Gershon et al., 2006).
The decibel scale is logarithmic, so an 85dBA sound has 31.6 times more energy
than a 70dBA sound (Fink, 2017). This means that at 80dBA, the noise generated is 10
times higher than what is considered safe for regular environmental noise exposure.
Studies have shown that people living in urban settings lose hearing faster than those
living in rural areas by 10-20 years. A 30-year old living in the city has the same level of
hearing as a 40-50 year olds living in the countryside (Gray, 2017). In addition to noise
induced hearing loss (NIHL), high noise levels could also increase the risk of
cardiovascular disease, hypertension, impaired cognitive function, and sleep disorder
(Basner et al., 2014).
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Subways noise is a major source of environmental noise exposure in cities
because it is often a constant part of workday commutes. Subway systems carry over 168
million passengers per day (58 billion per year) and accounts for 11% of public
transportation trips around the world (Audenhove, Dauby, Korniichuk, & Pourbaix,
2014). It is estimated in 2050 that the world population living in cities will increase from
50% to 67% and the amount of urban travel will triple (Audenhove et al., 2014). With
such a large portion of the public being potentially exposed to noise levels that might be
damaging to their health, understanding if the noise levels in subways are putting the
public at risk is important.

Research Significance and Objectives
The significance of this research was to quantify and evaluate the potential noise
induced health risks to passengers riding the subway. No federal regulation or standards
currently exist for subway or transit noise for passengers. The closest types of references
stem from occupational standards of 85-90 dB as the threshold for construction noise or
worker exposure, which is not meant for general public use (Fink, 2017).
My research objectives were as follows:
•

Using Hong Kong as a case study, provide data on the noise exposure level in
subway systems that can be compared to existing standards on noise exposure

•

Determine to what extent riding the subway can contribute to NIHL and other
non-auditory health risks such as cardiovascular disease

•

Use the WHO data and local data to estimate the burden of disease (BOD) of
subway noise.
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•

Propose thresholds for subway noise levels with strategies on prevention and
mitigation

Background
Hearing loss is the 13th highest contributor to global years lived with disability
(YLD) impacting 1.3billion people around the world (Basner et al., 2014). Hearing loss
unrelated to specific disease accounts for 79% of YLD from hearing loss, indicating that
noise exposure is a significant contributor to this public health problem (Basner et al.,
2014). In Europe, USA and Asia it is estimated the 26% of adults have some form of
hearing disorder (Basner et al., 2014). The WHO estimates that of the global population
about 10% are exposed to noise levels that could cause NIHL; half of this damage can be
attributed to the intense noise exposure (Basner et al., 2014). As urbanization continues to
grow globally, over 900 million people around the world will have disabling hearing loss
by 2050 and 1.1 billion young people (12-35 years old) are at risk of hearing loss due to
environmental and recreational noise exposure (WHO, 2018). As of 2015, the annual cost
of unaddressed hearing loss was US$750-790 billion globally (WHO, 2017). This figure
included costs to the healthcare sector (excluding hearing devices, US$67-107 billion),
education sector (US$3.9 billion), employment sector due to loss of productivity
(US$105 billion), and social sector (US$573 billion due to isolation, disability and
stigma).

Sound and Noise
Sound as a pressure wave is characterized by its amplitude and frequency. The
sound we hear is the result of pressure changes in the air caused by vibrations, such as
3

vehicles, or flow turbulence interacting with structures. The amplitude determines the
energy of the sound, measured in logarithmic scale of decibels (dB) due to its vast range,
indicating the loudness or intensity of the sound. The frequency of sound, measured in
hertz (Hz), describes the pitch and duration is length of time the sound is heard and its
distribution (Dobie & Hemel, 2004). The more the number of sound waves, the higher
the frequency and pitch of the sound we hear. The human ear can hear in the frequency
range of 20-20,000Hz with a range of up to a maximum of 130-140 dB (NRC, 2004). The
equations for dB, SPL and Leq are expressed in Equations 1-3.
3

𝑝-./
𝑝-./
𝑆𝑃𝐿 = 10 log10 +
2 = 20
𝑑𝐵
𝑝-01
𝑝-01
(1)
where prms is the root-mean-square sound pressure, Pref is the reference threshold of
human hearing at 20uPa.
C

𝑆𝑃𝐿 7 = 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 ; 10<=>? /AB
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(2)
where SPLT is the total SPL over period T and SPLi is the SPL for the ith segment of the
time period.
I

𝐿0F

1
= 10 log10 ; 10<=>H /AB
𝑁
JEA

(3)
the equivalent sound pressure level over a period of time multiplied by the sum of
acoustic energy, used for non-stationary noise that does not change drastically with time.
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Noise is defined as any unwanted sound and is a pollutant that has health effects
that are often neglected. The human ear acts as a transducer that translates sound pressure
to neural-electrical signals, which is then interpreted by the brain as music, speech, noise
and other sounds (NRC, 2004). While people often habituate to noise, if the exposure is
chronic and exceeds certain levels, the effects can produce negative health outcomes that
appear later in life.

Noise and Hearing Loss
The ear is a complex organ that filters a sound wave to our brain through many
phases; the anatomy of the auditory system is complex (Figure 1). There are general
categories of hearing loss: conductive, cochlear or sensorineural loss and central hearing
disorder (Harrison, 2008). The main cause of noise induced hearing loss is of the second
type, damage to the cochlea in the inner ear, which is responsible for hearing.
Hair cells inside the cochlea will bend and vibrate to the sound allowing for
neural-electrical signals to happen. The hair cells are highly sensitive and specifically
coded for various frequencies that send information to our brain (NRC, 2004). Hair cells
that are become tangled, broken, and damaged result in hearing loss and shifts in hearing.
The difference between healthy hair cells from damaged cells is shown in Figure 2
(Harrison, 2008).

5

Figure 1. Diagram of the human ear. Outer, middle and inner ear connecting to central
auditory nervous system (enHealth, 2004).

Figure 2. Normal hair cells versus damaged hair cells. Electron images show normal
cochlear hair cells (left) and immediately after noise trauma (right) (Harrison, 2008).

Frequency spectrum. A vital component of what makes up a sound is understanding the
concept of frequency bands. It is important to look at the frequency spectrum of a sound
in order to really understand the true impact of noise. Figure 3 shows the cochlea and the
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distribution of sensitivity to various frequencies. The base of the cochlear is the where the
high frequency waves are heard and as it spirals inward, the apex is where low frequency
waves are heard. The human ear has a range of 20-20,000 Hz, with the most sensitive
range between 500-4000 Hz (Kugler et al., 2014). However, in the lower frequencies of
less than 250 Hz, the human ear is less sensitive and the perception of loudness is poor
(Kugler et al., 2014). This is why noise is often measured using the A-weighted scale
(dBA), where low frequencies are discounted in order to represent how it is perceived by
humans.

Figure 3. Cochlea diagram.
Model showing the distribution of frequencies along the basilar membrane of the cochlea.
(EB, 1997).

Middle ear auditory reflex. The middle ear has three important functions: impedance
matching, (which translate the sound in the ear canal to the fluid in the inner ear),
temporary reduction of high-intensity sounds and releasing pressure (Chasin, 2010). The
7

middle ear can temporarily reduce the impact of high-intensity sounds through a small
muscle called the stapedius muscle, which connected the stapes bone. The stapedius
muscle contracts with high-intensity sounds and is called the stapedial reflex, also
referred to as the auditory reflex (Noel & Aiken, 2014). When this muscle contracts, it
provides a brief separation from the stapes bone, which reduces the intensity of the sound
being transmitted (Chasin, 2010). In normal hearing conditions, the reflex threshold is in
the range of 70-90 dB, and can increases with cochlear hearing loss (Attoni, Quitas &
Mota, 2010). Based on the physiology and natural reflexes this muscle becomes active
starting at 70dB. It is also worth to noting that at 60dB SPL, the human skull vibrates and
the cochlea with it, which can cause shearing of the hair cells and there by contributing to
hearing loss (Van Hemel & Dobie, 2004).
Biological factors such as age and lifestyle have a great influence on hearing
ability in middle age and beyond (Basner et al., 2014). The most studied noise exposure
is in occupational settings where high levels of noise are linked to NIHL. However,
exposures in social (bars, restaurants, or personal music player) and environmental (road,
rail, air traffic, or construction) settings often are just as loud and are linked to a range of
non-auditory health effects (Basner et al., 2014).

Noise Induced Hearing Loss
Hearing loss from noise can occur from one-time exposures to high impulse
sounds over 110dB, such as fireworks or sirens, or from constant exposure to sounds over
85dB, such as industrial or traffic noise (Basner, 2014). These conditions damage or
cause loss of hair cells that eventually lead to the loss of nerve cells, which are key to
relaying information to the brain that results in hearing (NRC, 2004). Because the hair
8

cells in the cochlea are associated with different frequency bands, the loss of hair cells in
a particular area will cause hearing loss in that frequency (NRC, 2004). Noise induced
hearing loss (NIHL) is often developed incrementally and results in a gradual
deterioration that often goes unnoticed until it is too late.
An increase in sound power level of 3dB can be just noticeable, but the power is
twofold on how it impacts our ears. The way we perceive sound is subjective; what we
process as twice as loud, often means the actual impact to our ears is 10 times the
amount, Table 1. The cochlea and the number of hair cells we have are developed in
utero and once damaged, do not regenerate (Basner et al., 2014). Noise induced hearing
loss (NIHL) affects all age groups and are cumulative from childhood. Hearing loss in
early childhood development (before age 2), can impact development of language skills
and learning development, which impacts education achievement and employability as an
adult (NRC, 2004).

Table 1. Subjective effects of changes in sound pressure level.

Changes in sound versus power and perceived loudness (Bies & Hansen, 1996).

Low-Frequency Noise. Just because a sound is not perceived, it should not be assumed
that no damage is being done. In a study by (Kugler et al., 2014), it was shown that low9

frequencies noise (LFN) does impact our hearing. Even a short 90s exposure to LFN can
impact the micro-mechanics of the cochlea and hair cells, dampening hearing for 2
minutes after the exposure. The LFN sounds strongly stimulated the cochlea and changed
the amplification process. The study found that the outer hair cells (OHCs) are more
sensitive to LFN sounds than the inner hair cells (IHCs). This means that while LFN
typically is registered by the IHCs, it actually affects the OHCs more, the area most
sensitive and vital to human hearing.
Occupational noise exposure & hearing loss. It is estimated that 250 million people
worldwide are affected by occupational noise induced hearing loss, a serious health
problem in the world (Nelson et al., 2005). In the United States it affects about 22 million
US workers, costs about US$242 million per year in disability compensation, and is the
most common occupational disease in the United States (Basner et al., 2014). This
irreversible condition is why in occupational settings, where employees will be exposed
to chronic and high levels of noise that may cause permanent shifts of hearing and loss of
hearing, exposure should be limited and protective measure taken (Viet et al., 2014).
Hearing loss can lead to attention and cognitive decline, where the inability to understand
and recognize speech can have severe social and cognitive effects and impact everyday
life. In such situations there is an excess mortality of 10-20% in 20 years due to accidents
and falls, associated with undiagnosed hearing loss (Basner et al., 2014).
Environmental noise exposure & hearing loss. Since the early 1980s the number of
people exposed to occupational noise has decreased, but the number of young adults
exposed to similar levels from social settings have tripled (Basner et al., 2014).
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Entertainment venues such as night clubs and concerts mean exposure well above 90dBA
for hours at a time and about 20% of rock musicians suffer from permanent hearing loss
(Petrescu, 2008). A study involving 139 musicians found that 74% suffer from one or
multiple hearing disorders such as hearing loss, tinnitus, hyperacusis (low sounds are
uncomfortably loud), distortion, and diplacusis (hearing same tone at two different
pitches) (Petrescu, 2008).
The WHO estimates that in high-income western European countries at least one
million DALYs are lost annually to environmental noise (Basner et al., 2014). In a study
conducted by the European Union Commission, it was estimated that the cost of healthy
life loss due to noise exposure in the UK was valued at Euro 1.34 billion (EC, 2015).

Noise and Non-auditory Health Impacts
Chronic exposure to noise can cause a wide range of adverse health effects that
are non-auditory. Programmed by evolution to react to sounds as a survival instinct, the
human brain is intimately connected and highly tuned to any noise sources (Basner et al.,
2014). Noise stimulates a wide range of parts in the brain’s cortical structures that
arouses the autonomic nervous system and the endocrine system (Suter, 1991). When
awake, the auditory system is constantly analyzing acoustic information. Chronic noise is
a stressor on the body that can decrease function in the homeostatic (adaptable) system of
the body, which can cause a variety of diseases when exposed over time (WHO, 2011).

Noise and stress. The noise and level of stress will vary between individuals and
personalities because it is interpreted in by the central nervous system and influences the
homeostasis of the body via the hypothalamus (Westman & Walters, 1981). The direct
11

relationship between sound and emotions can be seen in how music can affect emotions
and how scratching a blackboard can cause chills. Sound stimuli has also been known to
induce vertigo, an analgesic effect, and cause visual and color changes (Westman &
Walters, 1981). This is how sound can cause involuntary reflexes that are not controlled
by the brain and cause reactions in the human body that go beyond the original source
(Hamid et al., 2018).
Noise can cause annoyance and irritation, which have negative effects on
concentration, productivity and lead to increased risk of accidents (Hamid et al., 2018).
Chronic long-term exposure can lead to disturbance in hormone secretion and decrease in
immune system function, and change of mood (Hamid et al., 2014). Continued exposure
to noise, especially those that are unpredictable and at higher decibels, create a feeling of
exhaustion as it continuously stimulates the mental functions responsible for fear and
flight reactions (Hamid et al., 2014).
Noise and mental health. This relationship is difficult to assess. While there are
populations with existing conditions that may be especially sensitive to noise, the
majority of hearing loss in associated with exposure over time and general aging. Hearing
loss at later stages in life often means a deterioration of communication ability, which can
lead to feelings of distress, embarrassment, self-criticism, anger, frustration, and
discouragement that lead to increased social isolation, loneliness and withdrawal (NCR,
2004). These negative feelings can manifest into anxiety, depression and cause sleep
disturbance (NRC, 2004). While most individuals adjust and are resilient, the onset of
hearing loss is still responsible for significant level of mental health distress that impact
the individual and surrounding members.
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These impacts may seem difficult to grasp in concrete terms, however strong
social ties are linked to overall longevity, higher quality of life and general happiness
(Harmon, 2010). These physiological effects of social isolation and meaningless social
interactions is shown in research to lower immune function, while supportive and socially
meaningful interactions have the opposite effects (Seeman, 1996). Preserving hearing for
later stages of life start with protecting of hearing as early as possible.

Cardiovascular disease. Epidemiological studies suggest people who are chronically
exposed to high levels of noise have higher risk of cardiovascular disease, high blood
pressure, myocardial infarction and hypertension (WHO, 2011). These effects can
influence non-auditory senses such as our perception, motor skills, cognition, and also
affect glandular, cardiovascular and gastrointestinal function (Suter, 1991). Sufficient
evidence exists to quantify the burden of disease of noise by linking it to annoyance,
sleep disturbance and cardiovascular disease (WHO, 2011). High environmental noise
levels have also been associated with depression and anxiety, mental health problems
known to adversely affect the cardiovascular system function (Münzel et al., 2018).
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Figure 4. Pathology for cardiovascular disease from noise exposure. Direct and indirect
pathways leading to cardiovascular disease (Münzel et al., 2018).

Vibroacoustic disease. Characterized by abnormal extra growth that is caused by
excessive exposure to low frequency noise (LFN), vibroacoustic disease (VAD) is a
whole-body system pathology. While typically observed in professions such as aircraft
mechanic, ship machinist and disk-jockey, VAD has also been observed in populations
exposed to environmental LFN. In studies of animal and human models, LFN exposure
leads to thickening of the cardiovascular structures such as pericardial thickening with no
signs of inflammation (Branco & Alves-Pereira, 2004).
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Regulation and Standards for Noise Exposure
In most regulations, noise is measured and expressed as an average over a period
of time, using the equal energy hypothesis (EEH), which states that the total effect of
sound is proportional to the total amount of sound energy received by the ear, irrespective
of the distribution of that energy in time, and forms the basis of LAeq (WHO, 1999). It is
important to note that the basis of the EEH should only be applied up to a certain “critical
level” of intensity where above that threshold, the amount of damage increase
significantly (Roberto, Hamernik, Salvi, Henderson & Milone, 1985). Otherwise, the
EEH can be used to equate a 1.46-sec exposure of 125dB to a 128-hr exposure of 70dB,
when it is known that the former can cause irreparable damage and potential deafness and
the latter is generally considered safe. While there are complexities on how well EEH can
be applied in different minimum and maximum level settings, the concept has been
shown to be predictive in industrial environments (Roberto et al., 1985). In the case of
subway noise, the overall environment and values are assumed to be appropriate.
However, it is important to remember that such mathematical model will often have
limitations and variability when applied to the actual biology and physiology of humans.
This is why epidemiological studies are vital and public health policies should not rely on
mathematical formulas alone.
Occupational noise regulation. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) and U.S. National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) have
set limits of 90dBA and 85dBA respectively to control and protect worker health. Noise
exposure studies lack longitudinal studies and are challenging to implement, which is
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why the exact level of noise exposure that lead to hearing damage is often debated and
varies internationally (Basner et al., 2014). In the UK, the Control of Noise at Work
Regulations have set their thresholds at 80dBA and require protection be made available
and mandatory at 85dBA. The question for regulators to consider is what must be done if
the general public is being exposed to noise levels that are as high as occupational
settings on a regular basis?
Occupational standards are designed to reduce hearing loss in workers with the
knowledge that 25% of these workers will still develop some form of hearing loss after a
40-year period and will be compensated by their employer in return (Gershon et al.,
2006). Occupational standards of 85-90dBA are based on repeated exposure assuming an
8-hour workday, 250 days per year for 40 years. It also assumes that outside the 8-hour
work day, there are no further damaging levels and workers are receive quiet periods
where they are not exposed to noise more than 70dB for the remaining 16-hrs (Davis,
2017), Table 2. These occupational standards are now often adopted and used as the
thresholds for public noise exposures, which must be addressed (Fink, 2017).

Environmental noise regulation. Environmental noise is largely unregulated and not
rigorously enforced. The EPA has an existing guideline, which recommends <70dB
based on 24-hr exposure, 365 days a year and over a lifetime for environmental noise
levels (EPA, 1979). This guideline has been largely overlooked and there are no
regulations enforcing or monitoring its implementation. It is vital to note that there is a
major difference between the occupational (80-90dB) and environmental (<70dB)
thresholds and exposure time, Table 2.
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Table 2. Maximum time exposures thresholds of OSHA, NIOSH and EPA.
Sound Pressure
Level
dBA

OSHA
Max Exposure/day
Occupational

NIOSH
Max Exposure/day
Occupational

EPA
Max Exposure/day
Environmental

70

-

-

24h

75

-

-

~6hrs

80

>24h

24h

~3hrs

85

16h w/protection

8h

45mins

90

8h

2h

~11mins

95

4h

1h

6mins

100

2h

15mins

None

105

1h

~4mins

None

110

30mins

~2mins

None

115

15mins

28sec

None

>115

None

None

None

Total Days of
year

250 days

250 days

365 days

Total Years

40-year work life

40-year work life

Lifetime (80 years)

Total hours

80,000

80,000

Lifetime (160,000)

OSHA and NIOSH provide levels for occupational noise exposure while EPA is
providing environmental noise exposure (OSHA, 1970; NIOSH 1998; EPA, 1979).

Comparing occupational to environmental guidelines, at 85dBA, the maximum exposure
in an environmental setting should be limited to only 45 minutes. If a person already has
hearing difficulties or are at risk due to noise exposure, then they should take extreme
care and limit noise to below 70 dBA. On the other hand, if an environment such as the
subway, has measurable noise levels of 85dBA or more, then those passengers should
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take protective measures to limit and prevent their exposure to no more than 45 minutes a
day.

Environmental noise thresholds. The OSHA and NIOSH standards are meant specifically
for occupational noise (Kardous, 2016). The EPA proposed limits, which are not meant to
be standards or regulations, were set to protect 96% of the general public from
developing hearing loss and annoyance (EPA, 1979). Unfortunately, the wide range of
environmental noise is difficult to define as it includes all other non-occupational noise.
Noise from activities such as transportation, restaurants, bars, concerts and other nonoccupational situations could all potentially increase hearing loss amongst other health
risks (Karkous, 2016).
The WHO has released a guideline in 2018 for the European region using the
GRADE (Grading of Recommendation Assessment, Development and Evaluation)
method and literature reviews to provide guidelines on recommendations for protecting
human health from environmental noise from various sources (WHO, 2018b). Similar to
the EPA, the document recommends an overall combined daily exposure threshold of
70dB, but goes further in providing thresholds for road traffic (53 dB Lden), railway (54
dB Lden), aircraft (45 dB Lden) and wind turbine (45 dB Lden) (WHO, 2018b). These
results demonstrate that there are available starting points when looking at how to
implement policies that protect the public from noise exposure.

Quantifying the Burden of Disease from Noise.
Health problems and risks are difficult to quantify, but necessary to protect public
health and safety. One way to quantify the impact of noise pollution is by burden of
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disease (BOD), a concept developed by the Harvard School of Public Health, the World
Bank and the World Health Organization (WHO) as a way to quantify various health
problems and risks in numbers of years (WHO, N.d). This allows for a scientific based
comparison and ranking of risks from various diseases that can inform public policy and
government regulation (WHO, N.d).

Calculating the Burden of Disease (BOD). The basic concept is that there is an average
healthy lifespan of a local population. A particular disease, such as hearing loss, may
cause early death in persons with this condition. The number of years of life lost from
early death is known as YLL, and is expressed as YLL=N*L, where N is the number of
deaths and L is the standard life expectancy at age of death in years (WHO, 2018a). In
non-fatal cases, the person may live a portion of their lives with a disability that causes
reduction on quality of life, such as having to use a hearing-aid. The number of years
lived with disability is known as YLD, and is expressed as YLD = I*DW*L where I is
the number of incident cases, DW is the disability weight, L is the average duration of the
case until remission or death or as (WHO, n.d). The second method is expressed as
YLD=P*DW where P is number of prevalent cases and DW is the disability weight
(WHO, 2018a). Each disability has its own weight determined by the severity of impact
and is assigned by the WHO. The BOD is the sum of YLL and YLD, which gives the
total number of years that would be impacted by having this disease (WHO, N.d). The
BOD unit is DALYs (Disability Adjusted Life Years), which measures the impact the
disease had on what would have been a full-health life (WHO, 2018a). For example, 10
DALYs means the loss of 10 full-health years.
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BOD of occupational noise. The WHO has published figures on the burden of noise
impact for occupational and environmental noise exposures (Figure 5 and Table 3-4). The
estimated BOD for occupational noise exposure for greater China region (sub-region
WRP B) in 2002 was 1.1million DALYs (WHO, 2004). In Hong Kong, it was estimated
that 155,200 people have hearing difficulty, with 5% of the cases (7,760) due to working
environment, Table 5 (GovHK, 2016).

Figure 5. Map of grouping for occupational noise BOD by WHO. Sub-regional country
grouping for global disease burden (Nelson et al., 2005).
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Table 3. Regional attribution fraction for occupational noise exposure.
WHO
Region

Attribution
Fraction

WHO
Region

Attribution
Fraction

WHO
Region

Attribution
Fraction

AFR-D

17%

EMR-B

15%

SEAR-B

19%

AFR-E

18%

EMR-D

16%

SEAR-D

16%

AMR-A

9%

EUR-A

9%

WPR-A

7%

AMR-B

15%

EUR-B

19%

WPR-B

21%

AMR-D

14%

EUR-C

18%

WORLD

16%

Sub-regional country groupings by WHO for global disease burden (Nelson et al., 2005).

Table 4. DALYs attributable to occupational noise.

DALYs = disability-adjusted life years for the 14 WHO global sub-regions (WHO,
2004).
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Table 5. Number and percentage of person with hearing difficulty in Hong Kong.

Population shown by sex, age group, degree of severity and main cause (GovHK, 2016).

BOD of environmental noise. The WHO published guidance on environmental noise with
consideration on public health in 2018. The WHO deemed that there was sufficient
information to quantify the BOD and estimate the DALYs lost due to environmental
noise was equivalent to 61,000 years for ischaemic heart disease (IHD), 45,000 years for
cognitive impairment in children, and 903,000 years for sleep disturbance, and 22,000
years for tinnitus, and 654,000 years for annoyance (WHO 2018b). While a lack of noise
exposure data and studies in other parts of the world makes it difficult to assess
environmental BOD, these figures provide a reference point when local studies and data
are not availabl
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Noise Exposure of Subway Systems
Subway are a known source where the general population can be exposed to noise
levels similar to those in occupational settings. The extent to which subway noise can
affect hearing is still a subject of debate, but the noise is recognized as an environmental
problem to be addressed (WHO, 2011). Noise above 80-85dB can start to damage
hearing and the effects are cumulative. Subway noise levels have been measured to be
well above 85dB with peaks of above 100dB. Under these conditions, passengers may be
regularly exposed to noise that will lead to hearing loss and other health effects over time.
While the direct effects of subway noise on health are sparse due to lack of studies, the
fact that subway noise can be at occupational levels suggests that the potential for impact
exists.

New York subway noise. A study on noise exposure of the New York City’s mass transit
system found mean Lmax platform noise of 90dBA, train car noise of 90.3dBA, and
average of 80.4dBA (Nietzel, Gershon, Zeltser, Canton & Akram, 2009). These results
were found based on collecting sound pressure data between June – July of 2007 from
various locations of high-traffic areas. Measurements were taken inside the car and on the
platforms and span the 26 Metropolitan Transit Authority (MTA) subway line. Six
measurements were taken for each subway line using a Class II dosimeter, it is unclear
from the study the interval setting and speed although the pilot study prior used SLOW at
5-sec intervals (Gershon, Neitzel, Barrera & Akram, 2006). Two measurement from
inside the train car at 10-minute intervals and four measurements from the platform at
two-minute intervals were taken for analysis (Nietzel et al., 2009). The study concluded
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that the noise levels are high enough to contribute to hearing loss overtime (Nietzel et al.,
2009).

Toronto subway noise. A study on public transit noise conducted in Toronto found
similar results for peak subway noise: peak platform noise of 108.6dBA, train car noise
of 113.3dBA and an average of 79.8dBA (Yao, Ma, Cushing & Lin, 2017). Data was
collected from April-August of 2016 and 210 measurements were made with 2-minute
intervals for platforms, and 4-minute intervals inside the train car (Yao et al., 2017). The
study used a Class II dosimeter set to FAST, no indication of interval setting. Similar to
the New York study, it was concluded that given enough exposure duration the noise
levels are high enough to contribute to hearing loss in users (Yao et al., 2017).

Seoul subway noise. A study conducted in Seoul, Korea found results different form New
York and Toronto. Data was collected from all 15 lines and focused specifically on noise
inside the train car. Similar to the NYC and Toronto studies, the Seoul study focused on
peak noise level times, but the duration was over a 2-hour span, 7-9AM and 6:30-8:30PM
(Lee, Kim & Han, 2017). The data was collected using a Class I SPL set to FAST using
the Z-weighting scale (unweighted scale). The study found that the average noise level
was 72.8dB with a peak of 97.2dB, and that busier lines were the loudest (Lee, Kim &
Han, 2017). Unlike the results of NYC and Toronto, the study concluded that the average
noise level did not pose risk to hearing loss.
The duration in the NYC and Toronto studies were a fraction of that for Seoul.
Limiting the data capture to only a 2-minute span means the measurement can be affected
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by surrounding noise in that instance and can have wide variance when used to represent
the overall average noise level. It is worth noting that the Seoul study had a much longer
duration for measurement and that it used the Z-weighted (unweighted) scale. This
difference in scale means that the results cannot be compared with the NYC and Toronto
studies. The difference between A-weighted and Z-weighted are shown in Figure 6.
Measurements in dBA are discounting the levels at lower frequencies because humans
are unable to hear them. For example, at 20Hz, the A-weighted scale is discounting the
measured sound pressure level by 50 dB.

Figure 6. A, C, and Z-weighting scales. Graph: x-axis is frequency, y-axis is dB
adjustment (Acousticator, 2016).
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The summaries of these three subway noise studies are shown in Table 6. The
difference in the conclusions was a result of different guidelines being referenced. Both
the New York and Toronto study referenced the EPA guidelines for environmental
threshold of 70dB, whereas Seoul references 85 dB (no explicit guideline stated tho likely
an occupational threshold). Since the context of the study was not in an occupational
setting, the reference threshold of 85 dB is questionable. If the same EPA threshold were
applied, it is likely that the Seoul study would have also concluded that there is risk for
NIHL (WHO, 2018b).

Table 6. Summary of noise level for New York, Toronto and Seoul Subway.
Description
LAeq Platform

New York

Toronto

Seoul

81.1dBA

80.9dBA

-

102.1dBA

108.6dBA

-

LAeq Train

79.2dBA

76.8dBA

-

LApeak Train

97.8dBA

113.3 dBA

-

Average LAeq

80.4dBA

79.8dBA

-

LZeq

-

-

72.8 dB

LZFmax

-

-

86.5 dB

2 min

2 min

-

10 min

4 min

2 hrs.

EPA/WHO
70dBA

EPA/WHO
70dBA

85 dB

Yes

Yes

No

LApeak Platform

Duration Platform
Duration Train
Reference Threshold
NIHL Risk Concluded
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Hong Kong MTR as a Case Study
Hong Kong is one of the most densely populated cities in the world. With a
population of over 7 million inhabiting an area of 400 sq-km mean, it is one of the
noisiest cities in the world (GovHK, 2019). Noise is a major concern that is complex to
solve. Public awareness of noise pollution is growing and transit is a key source. A local
government study estimated that at least 1.1 million people are exposed to high traffic
noise at levels that exceed the Hong Kong Planning Standards and Guidelines (HKPSG),
which is 70dBA at L10-1hr (Ho, Mak & Chan, 2009). However, this is only considering
road traffic noise and outdoor environment. A segment that was not included is the noise
exposure of underground traffic and infrastructure such as the subway, which impacts
millions more on a daily basis.
In 2017, the Hong Kong Mass Transit Rail (MTR) system moved over 5.4 million
passengers every day with a 99.9% on-time track record (WB&ICL 2017, LegCo, 2017).
The city has one of the lowest numbers of vehicles registered per capita, with about 73
cars per 1,000 citizens and over 90% of the population uses the MTR regularly
(Audenhove, Dauby, Korniichuk, Pourbaix & Jerome, 2014). In a report on “The Future
of Urban Mobility 2.0” Hong Kong ranked first worldwide amongst 84 cities for its Mass
Transit Rail system, and is recognized for having one of the world's most advanced urban
mobility systems (Audenhove et al., 2014). The Hong Kong MTR has a strong
commitment to sustainability and is considered to be the “backbone of sustainable public
transportation” by the Hong Kong SAR, China Government (WB&ICL, 2017). It has a
reputation for being a leader through its performance in CoMET (Community of Metros),
an international metro benchmarking group (WB&ICL, 2017).
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In the area of noise mitigation, MTR have responded to noise complaints by
updating door seals on old trains to improve noise insulation to reduce noise inside the
train cars (Lee, 2013). Platform noise emissions have been improved by the construction
noise enclosures at Ho Tung Lau Depot, adding acoustic panels at Yuen Long Station,
and provide trackside noise barriers along the Tung Chung Line (MTRC, 2014). As one
of the leaders in the subway industry, the Hong Kong MTR also extends subway systems
beyond its own borders. It provides services in six different cities with a combined
network that moves over 10 million people every day and growing (MTRC, 2016).
Currently, the MTR does not have any performance metric on noise health for its
system. No studies have been conducted and data on subway noise levels is not available.
Much research is needed to provide general data so that the results can be used to
understand current conditions and inform future studies. Noise level and duration are
both important when measuring exposure. In Hong Kong, the average wait time on the
platform is 14 minutes and the average ride time is 73 minutes (Moovit, 2018). If we
assume a work year of 250 days, then the average passenger has an exposure of about 58
hours on the platform and 304 hours inside the train every year. The duration of exposure
tends to be longest inside the subway as passengers commute across the region, while
platform noise may be louder the duration is generally shorter by comparison.
Understanding the conditions of noise exposure in the subway is beneficial to improving
the quality of service that is offered by the HK MTR and the impact on its millions of
passengers.
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Research Question and Hypotheses
The main question answered was: What are the potential public health risks from
Hong Kong subway noise? Given that the threshold for environmental noise given by the
EPA and WHO is 70dBA (over 24-hrs) to prevent any hearing loss, subway noise can be
a contributor of noise that can cause hearing damage. Based on the 70dBA threshold, if
the Leq is at 85dBA, the duration should not exceed 45mins per day. The following
hypothesis were tested based on the background reviewed:
● Average noise exposure during peak-hours (rush hour) was 5dBA higher than offpeak hours (non-rush hours).
● Commuters who ride the subway for 2-hour or more daily are being exposed to
noise levels of >=80dBA and are at risk of developing NIHL.
● The burden of disease (BOD measured in DALYs) from subway noise exposure
on the average commuter was 25% of the occupational noise exposure in Hong
Kong.

Specific Aims
The specific aims were to identify the population that may be affected by NIHL and
non-auditory risks from riding the Hong Kong subway system and quantify the respective
BOD (burden of disease) in DALYs (disability affected life years) in order to have a
standard method of comparison. This provided a better quantification of the risks
involved with noise levels, framework to have policy discussions, and method to
communicate awareness to the public as well as regulators.
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Chapter II
Methods

There are no publicly available data on the level of noise in the Hong Kong
subway system, so noise data were collected. Hong Kong has a total of nine Mass Transit
Rail (MTR) lines and data were collected from each of the lines and platform stations
using both striated and random method. The data collection was divided into peak and
off-peak hours to account for high and low traffic in case the differences are significant.
Each line and platform station were assigned a random day of the week for data
collection to ensure that all MTR lines have been recorded. Given time and resource
limits, this combination was chosen to ensure that data could be collected from all lines
and platform stations so that a noise map of the subway system in Hong Kong could be
created.

Data Collection
Noise data was collected using both a Norsonic 140 Class 1 sound pressure level
meter (dBA) and a Cassella dBadge2 Class 2 dosimeter (dBA) to record sound pressure
level inside the HK MTR subway cars and on the platforms. Data collection inside the
train car was taken from the middle train car using a dosimeter and sound pressure level
meter worn in a harness in the same manner each time. The noise data collected inside
the train car was recorded continuously from terminal-to-terminal at 1-second intervals
for each subway line from the middle of the train.
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Phase I: noise data SPL for line and stations. Noise data for the platform were collected
2-meters from the platform edge for a period of six minutes. In addition to sound pressure
level data, additional information on the subway car and line were collected such as the
type (above ground or underground), use of partitions, age and length of train, (Appendix
1-2). The overall average of the MTR in-train, platform and station section used data
from the Norsonic 140 and Dosimeter devices. These data was used to answer the
fundamental question about the average SPL in the HK MTR and used for the noise
mapping. Linear regression and one-way ANOVA identified any indicators from the
observable characteristics.

Phase II: noise data for spectrum and low-frequency noise. Based on the Phase I data,
additional data collection was carried out to review spectral analysis and low-frequency
noise analysis to deepen the understanding beyond just the LAeq and explore further into
the physical characteristics of the sound profiles. During this phase, only the relevant data
from the Norsonic 140 were used as the Dosimeter does not provide separation into
frequency bands needed for the analysis. The scope was limited to in-train and is limited
to one run per line. This data was also used to review the difference between the Aweighting and Z-weighting (unweighted) scale.

Phase III: noise data for noise source location. In order to be more specific about areas
that are in need of noise mitigation and explore ways to achieve such reductions, a
method for identifying location along the line was needed. RION 4-Channel Data
Collectors were used to collect sound pressure weave form at the sampling frequency of
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51200/second together with acceleration data. Train location and speed were also
collected simultaneously from GPS signals whenever available. The collection was only
done for East Rail as it had enough above ground segments for GPS data and Island Line
as it was in most need of noise reduction; limited to one run per line. The data were
processed through MATLAB to identify locations noise hot-spots along the track and the
potential of noise reduction.

Research Limitations
There main limitations of this research were from the lack of epidemiological
studies that focus on subway noise from which an attribution fraction can be obtained.
The research and analysis could only provide a reference point and indication of increase
or decrease in risk rather than any kind of exact quantification to health impacts. For
example, it can be stated that those passengers who are already exposed to occupational
noise or have existing hearing problems should limit their subway exposure to a certain
dosage or wear protection to prevent further hearing loss. Noise pollution, similar to air
pollution, is difficult to measure as the exposure and dosage will vary from person to
person and is often cofounded with other health factors. The estimates on cardiovascular
and other non-auditory BOD was based on research and values conducted in the EU,
which can vary from actual values if similar studies were to be done in Hong Kong.
Therefore, these values are only an indication of potential BOD and highlights the
importance for further research and study into this area.
Subways also vary greatly in physical design and operation mode across the world
so the noise level measured in Hong Kong would not be representative of noise measured
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in other parts of the world. For example, older subways such as New York are often open
space plans and do not have partition door that naturally provide sound reduction. The
measurements for the data collection covered each line and station, but were limited only
to a few months of the year due to time and resource constraints. There could be variation
throughout the year and a better average would be to monitor over a longer period of
time. The MTR Corporation was contacted for existing data and resources; however, little
could be provided outside what was publicly available.
It is important to recognize that because of the abundance of intervening and
cofounding variables, establishing a cause and effect relationship between a stimulus and
a human disease is very difficult due to individual human differences and health science
being fundamentally more complex than physical sciences (Westman & Walters, 1981).
While more research is needed to deepen the understanding of the specifics and fill in the
gaps in existing knowledge, the impact of noise on human health is well established.
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Chapter III
Results

Phase I of the data collection was of noise levels inside the train for each line by
riding from terminal to terminal, (a run), during peak and off-peak hours. The number of
runs, N, indicates the total number of times noise measurement data was taken for each
line. The equivalent noise level, Leq, for each line was extracted from the dosimeter and
sound pressure meter and listed Table 7, along with the peak noise, Lpeak. The results for
peak hours and non-peak hours are then combined to obtain a single Leq and Lpeak value
for each line. The arithmetic average Leq of all Lines in the Hong Kong MTR was
76.2dBA for in-train, and Lpeak was 104dBA. The average difference of Lpeak-Leq was
27.8 dBA. The Island Line was the loudest line with a Leq of 81.6dBA and Lpeak
107.7dBA. The quietest was the Ma On Shan Line with Leq 72.1 dBA and Lpeak
99.7dBA.

Hypothesis 1: In-train Noise is 5dBA Higher During Peak Hours
The hypothesis that peak measured higher SPL than non-peak was not supported
(Table 7). In fact, off-peak LAeq was greater than peak time consistently across all lines
inside the train-car. A possible reason could be that passengers absorb sound inside the
train-car reducing reverberation and the higher concentration during peak hours lead to
less noise. A secondary reason could be the suppression of train vibration by passenger
weight. In looking at the amount of time above certain thresholds, it was observed that
SPL levels were affected by characteristic of the line rather than the time of day (Table
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8). There was supporting evidence of this as Island Line has a SPL of >=80dBA almost
half of the time, where-as Ma On Shan Line has the lowest percentage of SPL >=70dBA.

Table 7. MTR in-train Leq and Lpeak during peak and off-peak hours.

Peak hours: 8-10AM, 5:30-7pm, Off-peak hours: 11AM-4PM, 9-11PM. Avg. Leq and
Avg. Lpeak values for each line is the arithmetic mean of the energy mean values
recorded.

Table 8. MTR Line in-train exposure time at 70 and 80dBA
MTR Line
Kwun Tong
Tseung Kwan O
South Island
West Rail
Tsuen Wan
East Rail
Ma On Shan
Tung Chung
Island

Total Time
(s)
1883
963
643
2208
1879
2668
1018
1662
1797

Time (s) >= 80dBA
69
12
11
22
524
191
28
252
874

4%
1%
2%
1%
28%
7%
3%
15%
49%

Time (s) >= 70dBA
1332
549
515
1284
1863
2537
452
1458
1756

71%
57%
80%
58%
99%
95%
44%
88%
98%

The sound level (dBA) profiles are shown in Figure 7. Measurements were taken
at 1-sec intervals from terminal to terminal. There was a general rise and fall observed in
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most of the lines demarcating the time when the train entered and left a station. The noise
levels followed a similar profile. In general, the SPL rose as the train sped up and fell as
it slowed when it entered a station. Comparing the Island Line with the profile of Ma On
Shan and East Rail Lines, there was an obvious difference in the noise profile. The Island
Line has distinct hump whereas the other two are more muted. This is likely because the
East Rail line runs mostly above ground and Island Line is mostly below ground.

Figure 7. MTR lines summary of SPL (dBA).
Linear regression of in-train SPL and underground stations. Based on these
observations, it was likely that the amount of underground and enclosed tunnel sections
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along the line would impact the observed SPLA inside the train-car. A linear regression
model was conducted to examine if the number of underground stations influenced
SPLA, using the samples from all nine MTR lines. This hypothesis was supported (n=9,
R square = 0.46, p= 0.045) (Table 9). The model only takes into consideration known
underground stations; by extension it can be assumed that any enclosed tunnel section
between stations would also contribute to the dBA measured inside the train-car.

Table 9. Linear regression of SPLA and number of underground stations.

SPL of HK MTR station platform & sections. Using station and section data, a noise map
of the Hong Kong MTR Lines is shown in Figure 8. The SPLA (sound pressure level in
A-weighting) is shown for each station and section. The average SPLA is the arthritic
mean of all recorded energy mean values and is organized by color on the map. Noise
level inside the train was 76.2dBA, consistently higher than on the platform, 72.1dBA.
Comparing HK MTR results to three other subway noise studies, New York,
Toronto and Seoul, can shed more light on how it stacks up for in-train and platform
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noise (Table 10). In both the New York and Toronto subway study, noise on the platform
was louder than in-train.

Figure 8. Hong Kong MTR noise map. The range of colors indicate the average noise
level measured, green being under 70dBA and purple for being equal to or above 85dBA.
A reason could be variation in the subway platform architecture. For example, the
New York platform and stations tend to be older, boxy, and with high ceilings and
exposed metal structure, which can reverberate more noise when compared to the more
modern and tubular shaped subways platforms of Hong Kong. New York subway
platforms often have multiple lines crossing without barriers of any kind, which means
that passengers on the platforms are exposed to direct train noise from passing trains and
incoming trains. Hong Kong subway platforms generally have full platform partitions
that remain closed until the train has stopped. The partitions also serve as a safety barrier,
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energy saving, air quality control and noise insulation device that insulate the passenger
from the moving train noise.

Table 10. Subway noise for New York, Toronto, Seoul and Hong Kong.
CITY SUBWAY

PLATFORM

IN-TRAIN

Leq

Lpeak

Leq

New York

81.1dBA

102.1dBA

79.2dBA

97.8dBA

Toronto

80.9dBA

108.6dBA

76.8dBA

113.3dBA

-

-

72.8dB

86.5dB

72.1dBA

97.7dBA

76.2dBA

104.0 dBA

Seoul
Hong Kong

Lpeak

Average SPL on platform and in-train in Leq and Lpeak for New York, Toronto, Seoul
and Hong Kong (Neitzel et al., 2009, Yao et al., 2017, Lee, Kim & Han, 2017).

The overall noise level of HK MTR system Leq was 74.1dBA. The average noise
level on the platforms was 72dBA and in the sections was 77.5dBA (Table 11). In most
cases, platform and sections that were open spaced had lower noise levels. This was
expected as the noise would attenuate with expanding space in the surrounding areas
rather than reverberate within an enclosure.
It is interesting to note that the East Rail Line was the only line that does not have
any platform partitions barriers, and has a SPLA higher on the platform than in the section
(Table 11). An explanation may be that without a barrier, the louder sound heard on the
platform was the external sound radiated from an approaching or departing train. In
general, the external noise was louder than the in-train noise as the train body shields
much of the noise. Noise from such external sound radiation was prevented from entering
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the platform space by the partition doors since the doors are only open after the train is
stationary.

Table 11. Leq of platform, section and Line of HK MTR (dBA).

In all lines except East Rail Line, the platform Leq was lower on the platform than in the
sections. Platform noise was based on a 6-min recording. Section noise were between
stops and does not include when train was stopped on the platform. The overall MTR
System had Leq of 74.1dBA. Avg. Leq and Avg. Lpeak values were the energy mean
values recorded.

One-way ANOVA of SPL and platform partition. A one-way ANOVA was used to review
the impact of partitions on the dBA on the platforms. There are three categories of
partitions, full, half and none. The null hypothesis stated that there was no difference
between the dBA and the type of partitions used. The results show a p-value of 0.002,
indicating there was a relationship on the type of partition used and dBA (Table 12).
Applying the Tukey-Kramer post hoc test to each pairwise comparison revealed that use
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of full partitions have significant impact on the dBA on the platform compared to nopartition.

Table 12. One-way ANOVA & Tukey-Kramer of SPL and platform partitions.

No-partition to Full-partition group had the most impact on SPLA with -value higher than
3.377 with p-value of 0.0002.

Hypotheses 2: Commuting 2-hours a Day Results in Leq >=80dBA and Risk of
Developing NIHL
The results are not clear cut. Overall, the commuters are likely to be exposed to
noise levels of >=80dBA as each line has moments the SPL that is >=80dBA, but they
are not constant and will vary between lines as shown in Table 8. Based on the EPA
guideline for environmental noise, which sets the threshold at 70dBA, there is risk of
developing NIHL as the average Leq for the HK MTR system was 76.2dBA, but the
daily exposure of 2-hours was still considered safe (isolated case). A better way of
understanding the impact of riding the MTR on commuters was to look at the
contribution it has to the overall environmental noise landscape.
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MTR Impact on Environmental Noise Exposure
The WHO uses the EU Directive on the management of noise (END) to estimate
the population noise exposure by determining the average metric of Lden (day-eveningnight equivalent level), as estimated in Equation 4. There is a 5dB penalty incurred for
evening exposure and 10dB penalty incurred for night time exposure. Lden is broken into
segments of 12 hours for day, 4 hours for evening and 8 hours for night (WHO, 2011):

𝐿K0C = 10 logAB

>NOP
>RSRT?TU VW
>T?UYZ VAB
1
+12 ∙ 10 AB + 4 ∙ 10 AB
+ 8 ∙ 10 AB 2
24

(4)

HK Lden. A Hong Kong study of outdoor environmental noise was conducted across 203
sites varying in types of premise (urban, low density, rural etc.), resulting in values for
Lday of 54.4-70.8 dBA, and Lnight of 52.6-67.9dBA (To, Mak, & Chung, 2015). The
time span of Lday in the Hong Kong spans 7am -11pm and includes the evening hours.
Applying these results to the WHO equation for Lden, the average outdoor environmental
noise exposure in Hong Kong was Lden 67.4dBA with a range of Lden 59.5dBA to Lden
75.2dBA (Table 13). The Lden was higher using the WHO equation due to the penalties
incurred for evening and night time levels to account for increased health impacts. The
HK Lden did not include any MTR commuting values as the local study data were based
on noise samples taken above ground at residential complexes.
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Table 13. Average Lden of city noise for Hong Kong.
Lday

Average exposure during the day, 12 hours

Levening

Average exposure during the evening, 4 hours

Lnight

Average exposure during the night, 8 hours

Lden

10*log10((DayValue+EveningValue+NightValue)/24)

DayValue

12*10^(Lday/10)

3.31E+06

1.44E+08

EveningValue

4*10^((Levening+5)/10)

3.48E+06

1.52E+08

NightValue

8*10^((Lnight+10)/10)

1.46E+07

4.93E+08

Average dBA Range
HK DayValue (Ho, Mak & Chung, 2015)

54.4

70.8

HK EveningValue

54.4

70.8

HK NightValue (Ho, Mak & Chan, 2015)

52.6

67.9

59.5

75.2

HK Lden =

Note: EveningValue are the same as DayValue because DayValue time span is 7AM11PM.

HK Lden with MTR. In order to determine the Lden of passengers that use the MTR
regularly, the equation would need to include exposure time and noise levels for platform
and train adjusted over the a 24-hour period, Equation 5 (WHO, 2018b). The Lday and
Levening equations were adjusted to include the average time spent on the platform and
in the train.
>NOP
AB

11.27 ∙ 10

𝐿[K0C

>abOZcdef
AB

+ 0.12 ∙ 10

>ZeO?T
AB

+ 0.61 ∙ 10

⎛
⎞
⎜
⎟
+
⎜
⎟
1 ⎜
>RSRT?TU VW
>abOZcdef VW
>ZeO?T VW ⎟
= 10 ∙ ⎜ 3.27 ∙ 10 AB
AB
+ 0.12 ∙ 10
+ 0.61 ∙ 10 AB ⎟
24
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
+
⎜
⎟
⎝

>T?UYZ VAB
AB

8 ∙ 10
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⎠
(5)

The average passenger spends 73 min in the train per trip and 14 min on the
platform (Moovit, 2018). The total hours in Lday and Levening were reallocated based
on these figures and Lnight equation remains unchanged. Using these figures with the
WHO equation, the potential impact of riding the HK MTR to environmental noise
exposure was calculated, and shown in Table 14. The results showed that an average
MTR ride can increase the dosage of environmental noise exposure by up to 8dBA (67.575.6dBA). If the 2-hours timeframe from the original hypothesis was used, the increase
can be up to 10dB (69.5-75.8dBA), and takes the lower boundary to the limit of 70dBA
set by the EPA and WHO for safe environmental noise exposure. The resulting
calculations are shown in Table 15, and indicate that MTR noise can be a significant
contributor to a person’s overall environmental noise exposure and that the impact can be
quantified depending on the duration of exposure.
Hong Kong is a dense urban city and it is reasonable to assume that there are
significant noise sources throughout the day, evening and night where the noise level may
be above 70dBA. Traffic, construction, restaurants, bars and night-clubs are also a source
of high SPL. Given that the EPA and WHO recommends to limit environmental noises
exposure of 75dBA to 6-hours, it is likely that the average citizen would benefit from ear
protection where possible.
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Table 14. HK Lden with MTR noise of average commute.
Lday

Average exposure during the day, 11.27 hours

Levening

Average exposure during the evening, 3.27 hours

Lnight

Average exposure during the night, 8 hours

Lday(platform)

Average exposure time 14mins (0.23 hr)

Lday(train)

Average exposure time 73mins (1.23 hr)

Lden

10*log10((DayValue+EveningValue+NightValue)/24)

Lday(platform)

Average exposure time 14mins (0.12 hr)

Leq

72.1dBA

Lday(train)

Average exposure time 73mins (1.23 hr)

Leq

76.2dBA

DayValue

11.27*10^(Lday/10)
+ (0.12*10^(LdayPlatform/10))
+ (0.61*10^(LdayTrain/10))

3.05E+07

1.63E+08

EveningValue

3.27*10^(Leveing+5/10)
+ (0.12*10^(LeveingPlatform+5/10))
+ (0.61*10^(LeveingTrain+5/10))

8.94E+07

2.11E+08

NightValue

8*10^((Lnight+10)/10)

1.46E+07

4.93E+08

Average dBA Range
HK DayValue (Ho, Mak & Chung, 2015)

54.4

70.8

HK EveningValue

54.4

70.8

HK NightValue (Ho, Mak & Chan, 2015)

52.6

67.9

(with MTR noise) HK Lden =
67.5
75.6
Note: EveningValue are the same as DayValue because DayValue time span is 7AM11PM.
HK Lden 67.5-75.6 dBA. By EPA environmental noise standards, the exposure time at
75dBA should not exceed 6-hours.
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Table 15. HK Lden with 2-hr MTR commute noise.
Lday

Average exposure during the day, 10.81 hours

Levening

Average exposure during the evening, 2.81 hours

Lnight

Average exposure during the night, 8 hours

Lday(platform)

Average exposure time 23mins (0.38hr)

Lday(train)

Average exposure time 120mins (2 hr)

Lden

10*log10((DayValue+EveningValue+NightValue)/24)

Lday(platform)

Average exposure time 14mins (0.12
hr)

Leq

72.1dBA

Lday(train)

Average exposure time 180mins (2 hr)

Leq

76.2dBA

DayValue

10.81*10^(Lday/10)
+ (0.19*10^(LdayPlatform/10))
+ (1*10^(LdayTrain/10))

4.77E+07

1.75E+08

EveningValue

2.81*10^(Leveing+5/10)
+ (0.19*10^(LeveingPlatform+5/10))
+ (1*10^(LeveingTrain+5/10))

1.44E+08

2.48E+08

NightValue

8*10^((Lnight+10)/10)

1.46E+07

4.93E+08

Average dBA Range
HK DayValue (Ho, Mak & Chung, 2015)

54.4

70.8

HK EveningValue

54.4

70.8

HK NightValue (Ho, Mak & Chan, 2015)

52.6

67.9

69.3

75.8

(with MTR noise at 2-hrs) HK Lden =

Note: EveningValue are the same as DayValue because DayValue time span is 7AM11PM.
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Hypothesis 3: BOD of MTR Subway Noise of Average Commuter is 25% of
Occupational Noise Exposure in Hong Kong
The results of the BOD estimate for MTR subway noise showed that the exposure
can be up to 21% of that of occupational (see below sections), which was less than what
had been hypothesized. The BOD of occupational noise exposure for HK was estimated
at 246 DALYs and the BOD of MTR noise exposure ranges from 4-99 DALYs (4-21%)
(Table 16).
There are two branches of health impact when it comes to noise exposure:
auditory and non-auditory. The non-auditory results were not included in the hypothesis
because occupational NIHL excludes non-auditory BOD. However, when the nonauditory BOD factors are included, the potential DALYs significantly out-weight that of
occupational noise exposure (Table 16).

Table 16. Summary of DALYs for HK MTR noise vs. HK occupational noise.
Burden of Disease (BOD)
Type

HK MTR Noise
(DALYs)

HK Occupational Noise
(DALYs)

8,372

-

BOD Hypertension

237,882

-

BOD Annoyance

30,828

-

BOD Noise

4 to 99

246

277,086 to 277,181

246

BOD Cardiovascular

Total

Based on the metrics provided by the WHO for environmental noise exposure, the
following sections review the potential impact to BOD by adapting road traffic and
railway values and applying them to the MTR noise (WHO, 2018b) (Table 17).
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Table 17. WHO BOD reference figures for environmental noise exposure.
Type of Disease

Attribution
Fraction

Disability
Weight

Evidence Quality and Risk
Increase

2.9%

0.405

High
5% relative risk

3%

-

NA, no studies

Annoyance

-

0.02

Moderate
10% relative risk

Hypertension

-

0.117

Low
10% relative risk

Sleep disturbance

-

0.07

Moderate
3% absolute risk

Hearing impairment

-

0.0150

No studies

Cognitive function (children)

-

0.006

1mo. Delay in reading age

Cardiovascular Disease
(Myocardial infarction)
Tinnitus

AF and DW weightings for each disease studied and respective evidence quality and risk
increase (WHO 2018b).

The Guideline Development Group (GDG) of the WHO concluded a rating of
“Strong” for the need to set noise threshold for rail at Lden at 54dB and road traffic Lden
at 53dB, as adverse health effects are associated with noise at and beyond these levels
(WHO, 2018b). No specific values were given for subway. In order to explore and
estimate the potential risk, it was assumed that noise levels of subways and road traffic
were comparable. Exposure to the same level and duration of noise regardless of source
would result in similar health risks. Based on this assumption, the method for calculating
BOD by the WHO was used along with existing attribution fractions and disability
weightings (Table 17), which are then combined with local data to estimate the DALYs
from HK MTR noise.
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Population-Attribution Fraction (PAF). If the distribution of the exposure-response
relationship for a population is known, the PAF can be estimated by the formula shown in
Figure 9. Road traffic has an estimated population attribution fraction (PAF) for
cardiovascular disease that can be used as a reference point as it has already been shown
that those who commute on the MTR would only crease their overall Lden. It is assumed
that noise exposure would have similar health implications regardless of population
location when they reach similar level of Lden.
The PAFs of cardiovascular disease attributed to noise of existing studies are
shown in Table 18. The PAF for Germany, Berlin, and among EU Member States are
2.9%, 1.1% and 1.8% respectively (WHO, 2011). Using the PAF for road traffic and
local population data an estimate can be made on the possible DALYs from MTR noise.

Figure 9. Population-attribution fraction.
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Table 18. Road traffic noise exposure study results (WHO, 2011).

PAF for Hong Kong MTR. Using the PAF for road traffic and the method outline by the
WHO as a reference for similar attribution fraction and relative risk, the estimate for
MTR noise exposure was calculated by averaging the relative risk (RR) from the
European studies to determine the PAF value for Hong Kong MTR, Table 19. The result
was a value of PAF of 0.0994, estimating that 10% of myocardial infarction cases may be
attributed to MTR subway noise exposure.

Table 19. Estimation of HK MTR noise exposure, relative risk and PAF.
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BOD: MTR Subway Noise on Cardiovascular Disease
In the WHO’s Global Burden of Disease 2000 study, heart disease was the
leading cause of death in both developing and developed countries and accounted for
12.6% of the deaths worldwide (WHO, 2011). In Hong Kong, heart disease is among the
top three leading cause of death (GovHK, 2018). Existing epidemiological studies
suggest that people chronically exposed to high levels of road or traffic noise have higher
risk of cardiovascular disease (WHO, 2011). Taken together, the calculation of the BOD
for cardiovascular disease due to MTR subway noise was estimated at 8, 372 DALYs
annually (Table 20).

Table 20. Estimated BOD of HK MTR noise on cardiovascular health.

BOD: MTR Noise Impact on Hypertension
It was estimated that 27.2% of the population 15 years and older have
hypertension (Gov HK, 2018). The impact on population ages between 15-24 was 5.2%
increased to 73.3% for ages 75 and above (GovHK, 2018a). While the evidence quality
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was set as “low” for hypertension by the WHO, it was still included in the guidelines.
The estimated figures can be used as a reference on potential impact. Hypertension is not
a direct cause of death so there are no YLL values present, only YLD values were used.
The total was estimated to be 237,882 DALYs annually (Table 21).

Table 21. Estimated BOD of MTR noise on hypertension (WHO, 2011).

BOD: MTR Noise Impact on Annoyance
Annoyance is widely accepted as a method of measuring environmental noise
impact on an exposed population. The European Directive 2002/49/EC (1) uses
annoyance as a metric for evaluation noise exposure outside the occupational setting and
has evidence of “moderate” quality (WHO, 2011). Annoyance is considered to have
adverse effects on health as those who are affected may experience a wide range of
negative responses such as, distraction, anger, withdraw, anxiety, agitation, exhaustion as
well as exhibiting stress-related psychosocial symptoms such as tiredness and stomach
discomforts (WHO, 2011). Similar to hypertension, annoyance is not a direct cause of
death and only the YLD can be estimated by using the DW value. There were no
annoyance studies available for Hong Kong. In order to project the potential incidences
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of annoyance, the 21% of passengers that have a long commute (over 2-hours transit)
were used as they were more likely to be annoyed (Moovit, 2018). The calculations and
estimates BOD from annoyance due to MTR noise was 30,828 DALYs (Table 22).

Table 22. Estimated BOD of MTR noise on annoyance (WHO, 2011).

BOD: MTR Noise vs. Occupational Noise in Hong Kong
There are no specific studies available that isolate hearing loss in the context of
subway. However, some framework can be inferred based on existing research and the
data collected. Using Occupational NIHL as a reference point, the thresholds and
exposure time can be established based on WHO guidelines previously mentioned. The
disability weighting and attribution fraction was taken from the WHO guideline as there
were no local studies with alternative figures. Combined with available local government
data on NIHL from working environment, the results are shown in Table 23. The
estimated BOD from occupational noise was 246 DALYs and the MTR noise exposure
equivalent was 4 DALYs.
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Table 23. Estimated HK BOD from occupational noise (WHO, 2011).

In order to compare the exposure level from riding the MTR to occupational
settings, the data needed to be reorganized by length of time at certain thresholds. The
occupational threshold of 85dBA was used in order to align with the WHO study. Taking
the same SPL level as occupational, the time exposure for each line of the MTR from
occupational to environmental threshold was shown in Table 24. The impact of DALYs
for the average passenger is shown in Table 25. At the occupational threshold of 85dBA,
the average time was 1.4% of occupational, about 4 DALYs.
However, these values do not account for the adverse effects that low-frequency
noise has if the unweighted scale was used and the discounted dB from the A-weighted
scale were removed. Based on what has been covered on low-frequency noise and
frequency spectrum, it is worthwhile to review those implications on MTR noise.
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Table 24. MTR Lines duration at each threshold, 85, 80, 75, 70dBA.

The majority of the time is spent in SPL range of 70-80dBA. The time at 85dbA and
above is 3%.

Table 25. MTR exposure time at NIOSH occupational threshold.
NIOSH
(>=85dBA)

HK MTR
(>=85dBA)

8

0.037

Days per year

250

365

Total years

40

80

Total hrs.

80000

1080.4

Occ eq. %

NA

1.4%

246 DALYs

4 DALYs

Exposure per day (hrs.)

BOD estimates

Total hours for HK MTR based on average ride of 73 mins, 3% of 73 mins is 0.037hrs,
which over a life time is 1,080.4 hours. Compared to occupational levels, that is 1.4%,
which is about 4 DALYs.

MTR lines noise frequency spectrum. One run of each line with spectral data was taken
and examined. The frequency spectrum is shown for all MTR lines at L90 (90th
percentile) and L10 (10th percentile) (Figures 10 & 11). There was a general trend that
can be seen in both figures where the majority of higher SPL fall in lower frequency,
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meaning the concentration of sound pressure were in the lower frequency bands. At L90
there was a peak around 25-63 Hz with SPL near 80dB. At L10 the SPL concentration for
80dB and above was <2000 Hz.

Figure 10. MTR lines noise by spectrum, L90, unweighted.

Figure 11. MTR lines noise spectrum, L10, unweighted.

By converting the unweighted scale to A-weighted, the lower frequencies are
discounted. A section of the same L10, but A-weighted, is shown in Figure 12. This
demonstrates the significance of the reference scale used when recording measurements
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(weighted scales cannot be converted to unweighted). At around 31Hz, the A-weighted
scale showed 30-45dBA whereas in the unweighted scale it was 80-90dB.

Figure 12. MTR lines noise spectrum, LA10.

MTR lines A-weighted vs. Z-weighted. Looking at the difference between A-weighted and
Z-weighted (unweighted) scale will give a full account of the impact at the lower
frequency bands. The difference in SPL between LAeq, LZeq at L10 and L90 values at
each scale had a difference of more than 18dB, Table 26. On the Z-weighted scale, the
average of all MTR lines at LZ90 increased to 85.3dB. This means that the majority of
the sound was actually coming from the lower frequencies, which were being heavily
discounted by the A-weighted scale.
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Table 26. MTR Lines in LA and LZ for L10, and L90.

The exposure per day used the average ride time in hours (74 mins converted to
1.23hrs) multiplied by the percentage at each threshold (3% at >=85dBA, and 90% at
>=85dB). The major difference between occupational figures and HK MTR ridership is
that rider ship is 365 days a year and spans over the population life time, 80 years. The
hours of exposure are shorter than occupational, but the overall exposure time is longer.
On the A-weighted scale at threshold >=85dBA, the occupational equivalent was 4
DALYs. Using the Z-weighted scale at threshold >= 85dB, the occupational equivalent
percentage increased to 99DALYs.
The results showed that using the 85dBA threshold, the equivalent to occupational
exposure was only 1.4% (Table 27), which is minimal. However, taking in to
consideration the discount that the A-weighting system gives and the studies of how low
frequency noise can impact hearing it was worthwhile to consider the unweighted values
as they are present and impact human physiology regardless of ability to hear these
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sounds. Using the unweighted scale at the same 85dB threshold, the exposure percentage
increased significantly to 40% of the occupational exposure equivalent (Table 27).

Table 27. MTR exposure time at occupational NIHL thresholds.
NIOSH
(>=85dBA)

HK MTR
(>=85dBA)

HK MTR
(>=85dB)

8

0.037

1.10

Days per year

250

365

365

Total years

40

80

80

80000

1080.4

32052

-

1.4%

40.1%

246 DALYs

4 DALYs

99 DALYs

DESCRIPTION
Exposure per day (hr.)

Total hr.
Occ eq. %
BOD estimates

While this is not conclusive, as the unweighted effects cannot be retroactively
applied to the referenced occupational data, it is an attempt at estimating of how many
DALYs may be attributable from MTR NIHL when there is lack of available data: 99
DALYs (40% of 246) (Table 27). The average of the two was 21% at 52 DALYs for the
BOD of MTR, which was lower than the hypothesized 25%. The major reason being the
overall noise level of HK MTR system was relatively low when compared to existing
studies reviewed.
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Chapter IV
Discussion

Given the results, the main areas of noise reduction needed in the MTR was on
the open platform stations and inside the train car during tunnel sections. It was important
to know the frequency information as not all methods will absorb noise equally. For
example, porous materials are effective for reducing high-frequency sounds and will do
little for low-frequency sounds. High-frequency noise, such as the high-pitched squeals
can be addressed by reducing the speed of the train at those areas, or the use of perforated
metal sheets to the ceilings inside the train (Oldfield, 2012). Absorbing reverberation
within the train-car will also improve speech transmission and intelligibility of important
messages or voice alarms (Oldfield, 2012). This was why the spectral analysis was
important as it informed the type of strategy that can be used for the desired outcome.
Noise on the platform should be addressed by installing platform screen doors that
are well insulated to minimize tunnel noise from escaping. The East Rail would benefit
the most as there are no screen doors along the entire line. The use of full and half-height
partitions would reduce the high levels of noise from trains arriving and departing from
the station as well as the ventilation noise from the tunnel section.

Sound-to-Speed Relationship
Another consideration for noise reduction was the speed of the train. It can be
inferred that noise increase with speed, but to what degree? In collaboration with Hong
Kong University, additional data collection was conducted by locating two microphones
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at the ends of the train (front and back of the same train), while measuring noise from
terminal to terminal for Island Line and East Rail Line. Using a Rion 4-Channel Data
logger and Class I microphone. Raw wave files were captured at intervals at
Fs=51.2kHz. Simultaneous acceleration data and GPS data (Speedviewer Pro) were
recorded for available sections. East Rail Line was selected as it had the most above
ground stations, which allowed for GPS signal transmission and it was one of the quieter
lines. Island Line was selected as it was the loudest Line and most in need of
improvement.
The premise is that there is a relationship of noise-power (P) to speed (V)
dependency, expressed as: P = CV o , where C is some constant and n is an exponent.
Taking segment data from East Rail Line, a curve fitting of velocity to SPL is shown in
Figure 13 with preliminary results estimates a power of n=4. Estimates for the equation
P = CV o was based on GPS data (red circles) of sound and speed collected for East Rail
Line. The satellite speed data are preliminary, but the results showed correlation between
train speed and SPL.

Figure 13. Sound pressure level vs. speed.
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When a power law was proposed for P (A-weighted) and V, the curve-fitting of
the data gave an exponent of 4.1. The exponent will vary from different sections of the
line, and more work would be needed to verify the value. However, for the purpose of
this illustration, the exponent of 4 is used (V4) for the subsequent analysis. While n is
only suggestive of the potential impact, what is clear is that the relationship and benefits
of sound reduction via speed is nonlinear.
Higher speed means higher noise and tunnel sections can increase the SPL by
about 10dBA. By looking at segment of SPL record before and after the train enters a
tunnel from an open-field track, the Island Line SPL profile with spectral data and
accumulative energy is shown in Figure 14. The time at peak SPL was short, with a
difference of 15dB between stops. Most of the accumulated sound energy came from the
lower frequencies. It was necessary to look at the energy and time distribution to
understand the exposure conditions (Figure 15).
Exposure data was grouped into various bins of SPL (SPLb). For example,
85dBA would include all the incidences when 85dBA (representing the range of 84.585.5dBA) was recorded and the sum of the respective time duration. The curves showed
the distribution of sound power (red line) and time duration (blue line) as a function of
bin levels. In the bottom-left figure, the peak power concentration was around 87dBA. A
90dBA sound can emit less sound power because the duration of those levels was much
shorter. In terms of duration, the longest time was spent at around 82dBA. The bottomright figure was the integration of the respective graph on the bottom-left and showed that
for sound power, the spread was from 78-90dBA and for duration, it was from 7090dBA. In other words, the power was concentrated on a narrower range of SPLb.
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Figure 14. Sound power vs. distance (time) and frequency. Top: the sound profile for the
Island Line. Bottom left: the average spectra for the line with (red) A-weighted and
(black) Unweighted. Bottom right: integration of energy spectra with respect to frequency
to show the cumulative spectra. Steep rise in the curve indicates significant contributions
towards the total sound energy from that frequency region. For the unweighted, the rise is
in the range of 50-500Hz, for A-weighted a decade of 200-2000Hz (Xu, Jiang, & Huang,
2019).

Figure 15. Energy and time distribution over SPL bins. Given in (a) normalized
distribution and (b) accumulative form. Red curves represent sound power and blue curve
represent time spent.
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So how much sound could be reduced if the speed was capped and time spent at
peak SPL was reduced or removed? Using the previous equation, the question was
answered by assuming n=4 in the relationship between sound power and train speed, for
𝑃 = 𝐶𝑉 C . Taking a typical drive-profile (stop to stop cycle) for the Island Line, velocity
increased until it reached a peak and then decreases. For Island line, the station to station
intervals are short and the peak velocity was not held for a long time (no cruising at top
speeds). The data showed that a disproportionally high level of noise was emitted when
the train ran at the peak speed and therefore the potential for noise reduction by reducing
peak velocity was explored. If, for example, the peak velocity 𝑉r0st is cut from 90km/h
to 70km/h and held for a longer duration, this would result in a lower accumulated sound
energy, and a longer journey time.
The distance lost from the reduction in 𝑉r0st must be compensated by time
increased. The proposed change in the drive-profile is illustrated in Figure 16. The total
change in sound energy was calculated and the net result was an overall reduction. In this
example, if the peak speed was cut from 90km/h to 70km/h, an additional 3.5min was
added to the total travel (34 mins), about 10%. However, this time increase can decrease
the sound power by 50%. This means that, for a typical passenger who rides up to 2/3 of
the entire line, the additional increase of journey time is around 2-mins in order to
achieve a noise energy reduction of 50%.
This can be an effective strategy that does not require any additional construction
and can be controlled within the current operating scope of HK MTR. If speed reduction
was not considered, then an alternative would be to implement sound absorption strategy
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Figure 16. Effects of peak train speed reduction. The existing profile is shown in red, the
proposed profile is shown in green. The removal of time at existing peak velocity implied
a loss in distance travelled (red shaded area), which had to be compensated by the
extended time of travel (green shaded area), such that the green shaded area was equal to
the red shaded area. Although the additional time does means additional noise
accumulated, the noise at peak speed dominated and the net result was still a reduction in
the overall noise exposure.

by covering the noisiest segments of the tunnel walls. Assuming the same 50% noise
energy reduction, about half of the tunnel length would need to be covered at an
estimated HKD 78 million (US$ 10 million) for the Island Line (Xu, Jiang, & Huang,
2019).
There is obviously a need for additional investigation to determine with more
precision the sound power to speed as this was only a preliminary study of the potential
value of using such a strategy. The effectiveness depends on how disproportionate the
sound power (P) is linked to the speed (Vn). The higher the value of n, the higher
potential noise reduction gained from adjustments to speed. Such relationships can also
be factored into future “smart” trains where the vehicle is unmanned and operated
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automatically to find the best balance between sound power and train speed. If given
more access to obtain more precise and complete data from the MTR, the significance
and conclusions can be better evaluated.

Conclusions
The average Hong Kong MTR noise was low compared to other subway systems.
The overall conditions of the Hong Kong MTR pose minimal risk for noise induced
hearing loss for the average rider. However, with a Leq of 74.1dBA and Lpeak of
100.9dBA, the average train ride is still above the 70dBA threshold of Environmental
Noise set by the WHO and peak levels are at levels where damage can occur.
The in-train noise was on average 72.1dBA with peak of 97.7dBA and platform
noise was 76.2dBA with a peak of 104.0dBA. The Island Line was the loudest with intrain noise average of 81.7dBA and peak of 108.1dBA. Underground and enclosed tunnel
sections were significant contributor to high noise levels, by about 10dBA, due to
reverberation. Noise levels inside the trains were higher during non-peak hours. Platform
noise was loudest on East Rail line with average noise levels of 75.9dBA and peak of
100.5dBA.
The average MTR commute ride can add 8dBA to the overall environmental noise
exposure, bringing the Lden from 59.5-75.2dBA without MTR noise, to 67.5-75.6dBA
with MTR noise. People who normally are in quiet environments, riding the MTR can
significantly contribute to the overall noise dosage received. Passengers riding for 2hours a day on the MTR have increased risk of developing NIHL, as at L10 the exposure
was above 85dBA and the estimated BOD can be up to 99 DALYs from direct noise
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exposure. Young and older passengers are particularly vulnerable as well as anyone who
are already exposed to a noisy environment at work and/or turn up the volume on their
headphones during their commute. The risk of indirect health impacts from MTR noise
account for the majority of the BOD, such as annoyance, hypertension and increase
cardiovascular disease, and can be up to 277,086 DALYs. The combined BOD potential
of direct and indirect from MTR noise was 277, 185 DALYs.

Recommendations
Given the current noise level of the HK MTR, only a minor reduction would bring
the average within 70dBA and meet the EPA and WHO recommendations for safe
environmental noise. While the use of full partition doors can reduce platform noise, the
greater need is on noise exposure while inside the train car as it is louder and the
exposure time is usually longer. There are two main approaches to reducing noise in the
MTR: applying noise absorbent materials and reducing the speed of the train.
Understanding the noise landscape is the first step. The data capture and
methodology can have a significant impact on the results. Based on the results of the
research, recommendations are listed below.
Hong Kong MTR specific:
•

Island Line is top priority for noise mitigation, especially sections between
Kennedy Town and HKU, Fortress Hill and North Point, and Sai Wan Ho and
Shau Kei Wan.

•

Reducing the peak speed of the train (i.e. 70km/h) to reduce peak noise.
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•

Apply sound absorbing material to crucial tunnel sections of the line (ideally 50%
of the line length).

•

Train-cars can use sound-absorbing materials. Insulation strips at doors, windows
and connecting sections should be well maintained to improve sound insulation.

•

East Rail Line should install full partition doors where possible.

General guidance:
•

Sound data recordings to be done in Z-weighted (unweighted) scale or raw wav
file in addition to any A-weighting, setting should be FAST setting with minimum
1-sec interval.

•

Frequency band information should be captured and analysed.

•

Environmental noise threshold of 70dBA or higher should be adopted as the
standard for guidelines and regulation policies.

•

Educating the public on ear protection. For example, avoid increasing headphones
volume when riding or use noise cancelling headphones. Reminding vulnerable
population to use ear protection.

The MTR is the sole rail provider in Hong Kong has a “reputation for making peoplecentric decisions” and is often cited as the best practice example of metro operators
around the world (WB&ICL, 2017). As Hong Kong and worldwide urban populations
grow, so does the demand for mass transit. Taking up the challenge to address noise
pollution would continue to cement the HK MTR’s position as a leader and setting a new
bar for sustainable transit.
The WHO’s 2018 assessment of environmental noise places its BOD as the
second highest after air pollution (WHO, 2018b). However, unlike air pollution, many of
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the prevention and protection methods for noise are available, achievable, and can be
done at low costs. As urbanization continues to grow globally, over 900 million people
around the world will have disabling hearing loss by 2050 and 1.1 billion young people
(12-35 years old) are at risk of hearing loss due to environmental and recreational noise
exposure (WHO, 2018). Environmental noise pollution is highest in cities, with
transportation being the highest contributing source. As more research continues to
uncover the health impacts, governments and institutions should take the lessons learned
on air pollution and address the growing concern around noise in advance. It is up to the
joint efforts of government, operators, and educators to ensure that the public
transportation systems are and remain convenient, safe and truly sustainable.
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Appendix 1
Hong Kong MTR In-train Noise Data
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Appendix 2
Hong Kong MTR Station Platform and Section Data

Number of passenger ranking: 1 (0-12), 2 (13-24), 3 (25-36), 4 (37-48), 5(48+)
Red text indicate an average/estimate of before and after figure due to missing value
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